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KUWAIT: Global growth forecasts left unchanged
from April-17 expectations: IMF left its global
growth estimates for 2017 and 2018 unchanged at
3.5 percent and 3.6 percent respectively, in its World
Economic Outlook (WEO) update released in July
2017. However, contribution to global growth from
constituents at the country level was different, as
US growth was brought down to 2.1 percent for
both 2017 (-20bps ) and 2018 (-40bps), while Japan
and Euro Area growth were pushed up.  Emerging
Economies growth in 2017 higher than Apr-17
expectations: Regionally, the growth of Advanced
Economies was kept stable in 2017, but was low-
ered by 10 bps for 2018 (1.9 percent).  

The downgrade was driven by negative revisions
in US growth, despite positive revision in Euro coun-
tries such as France, Germany, Italy and Spain,
where Q1-17 growth surprised positively.  Emerging
Economies continued to see positive revisions in
growth, as 2017 growth (4.6 percent) was revised
higher driven by growth of commodity importers,
while early signs of improvement are starting to
emerge as well from large commodity exporters.
Saudi Arabia’s growth slashed by 160 bps for 2017:
Saudi Arabia’s Real GDP growth for 2017 and 2018
are projected to be lower at 0.1 percent (-30bps)
and 1.1 percent (-20 bps) respectively, than earlier
expected. These downward revisions were mainly

ascribed to the expected impact of lower oil pro-
duction, following the agreement to extend pro-
duction cuts until Mar-2018, as agreed in the OPEC
meet earlier in 2017. 

Oil production cuts, firming global growth should
keep GCC fiscal initiatives going: Despite the IMF reit-
erating that global growth is stabilizing, oversupply
concerns in oil markets and oil inventory overhang
have led to oil prices dropping below $ 50/b. For GCC
countries, lower prices and production cuts should
be counterproductive to oil-GDP forecasts, which
should witness downward revisions similar to Saudi
Arabia, if oil prices do not recover. Nevertheless,
KAMCO Research believes that more firming of glob-
al growth would stabilize oil prices and the current
backdrop of low oil prices and stable global growth
should further set the precedent for further fiscal and
revenue consolidation measures for GCC countries. 

Non-oil economy in GCC 
IMF forecasts average oil prices to increase by

$9.1/b in 2017, from an average of $42.8/b achieved
over 2016 to $51.9/b. Further, a marginal increase to
$52.0/b is forecasted for 2018. The recent agree-
ment in May-17 to extend production cuts until
Mar-18 should result in lower oil revenues for GCC
countries for 2017. Nevertheless, there has been
improvements seen in the non-oil sectors of Saudi

Arabia and UAE with PMI numbers published by
Emirates NBD showing sharp increases in output
and other indicators. KAMCO Research expects this
trend to continue if global growth is expected to
stabilize further, as policy initiatives should lead to
more improvement in key indicators relating to the
non-oil economy. 

The incremental impact of newer challenges
seem to be diminishing in our view, as the regions
seems focused on fiscal consolidation and bolster-
ing revenue side initiatives. US growth was revised
down from 2.3 percent to 2.1 percent in 2017, while
2018 growth was revised down more from 2.5 per-
cent to 2.1 percent,  which pulled down GDP of
Advanced Economies by 0.1 percent. US growth for
2017 was reduced primarily due to a weak Q1-17,
while the revision for 2018 was mostly ascribed to
the expectation of a less expansionary fiscal policy.
UK growth was also brought down for 2017 by 30
bps to 1.7 percent, due to weaker than expected
economic activity in Q1-17. On the other hand, Euro
area growth picked up the slack in growth, and esti-
mates was pushed up both for 2017 (+20bps) and
2018 (+10bps). Key drivers for the upgrade are,
stronger momentum in domestic demand and posi-
tive growth revisions to high frequency indicators
for Q2-17, as per the IMF. Japan is also expected to
grow faster than prior expectations, as private con-

sumption, investment, and exports drove Q1-17
growth and similar indicators look promising for Q2-
17 as well. CPI forecasts for Advanced Economies
were revised lower by 10bps each for 2017 and 2018
and are slightly under 2 percent per annum. 

Mixed revision in forecasts 
Emerging and developing economies are forecast-

ed to see a sustained growth in activity, with GDP
growth rising to 4.6 percent in 2017 (+10bps) and 4.8
percent in 2018. India and China continue to dominate
as the fastest growing large economies in the region. 

China’s GDP growth was revised upwards by
10bps and 20bps respectively to average 6.7 per-
cent per annum over 2017 and 2018. The upgrade
reflects stronger than expected growth that came in
Q1-17 underpinned by previous policy easing and
supply-side reforms, as per the IMF. In Emerging
and Developing Europe, growth is forecasted to be
faster in 2017 (+50 bps), driven by higher growth
from Turkey, where exports recovered strongly in
Q4-16 and Q1-17. IMF expects external demand to
be stronger with improved prospects for Euro area
trading partners. MENAP (Middle East, North Africa
and Pakistan) growth was retained for 2017, but
brought down by 10 bps for 2018, likely due to the
reduction in growth of Saudi Arabia for the year,
and risks of lower oil prices on the GCC region. 
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Global growth steady, GCC remains resilient

KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-
Babtain Company (AABC), the sole
authorized dealer of Nissan vehicles in
the State of Kuwait, is excited to
announce that the 2018 edition of the
New Nissan KICKS compact crossover
is now available in its showrooms,
with an incredibly affordable price
starting from KD 4,950 only. 

Nissan KICKS is compatible to all
the driving conditions with its robust
exterior and elevated driving position,
with its compact dimensions and fuel
efficiency, thanks to its engine devel-
oped capacity of 1.6 liters along with
lightweight and plenty of cargo space
measuring 432 litres to combine driv-
ing comfort and savings for all groups.

Furthermore, the 2018 edition
comes with increased flexibility and
price options, satisfying all customer
segments. Nissan KICKS meets the
needs of car-buyers in the city due to
its innovative, stylish and practical
design as a compact crossover vehicle.
Nissan KICKS has a high driving seat
position with small dimensions to

ensure smooth performance and bet-
ter maneuverability. The exterior
structure has a dynamic aerodynamic
design that contributes to fuel econo-
my and reduces noise. Nissan Kicks is
also one of the first models to embody
the concept of Nissan Intelligent
Mobility in which it has been unveiled
at the “Geneva Motor Show 2016”.
Using four cameras, placed at the front
and rear of the car and in both door
mirrors, AVM creates a bird’s eye 360-
degree view of the car which can be
displayed on the central monitor and
used as a parking aid. When the MOD
system detects a moving object - a
pedestrian, for example - a warning is
sounded to alert the driver to the haz-
ard and prevent a potential accident.

Technology-loving KICKS owners
will relish the convenience and sim-
plicity of the suite of systems that are
accessible via the centrally mounted
7-inch colour touchscreen. These
functions include navigation, audio,
and Bluetooth phone connections.
Complementing the touchscreen, and

ideally located in front of the driver, a
further screen in the main cluster of
dials relays information from the on-
board drive computer, audio system
and navigation systems, as well as dis-
playing warnings. Vehicle settings can
be easily adjusted using the four-way
selector on the steering wheel.

Active Trace Control is an innova-
tion that intervenes during driving
through corners to ensure the intend-
ed trajectory is maintained by dis-
creetly applying brakes to wheels indi-
vidually. This has the effect of prevent-
ing a sudden loss of grip or stability.

Underlining the car’s crossover stance
and inherent strength is its generous
ground clearance (200mm), which
helps provide a commanding driving
position and a high eye point for
excellent all round visibility.

Nissan KICKS has class-leading fuel
efficiency thanks to its advanced 1.6-
liter engine and lightweight platform.
Power is rated at 88kW (118HP) and
torque of 149Nm with cargo space of
432 liters. For more information about
the 2018 edition of the New Nissan
KICKS, you can visit Nissan Al-Babtain
showroom in Al-Rai and Ahmadi.
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ABU DHABI: Etihad Airways yesterday
introduced the Boeing 787-9 on its sched-
uled daily service from Abu Dhabi, the
capital of the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
to Beirut, Lebanon. 

The new 787 Dreamliner service replaces
the Airbus A321 aircraft previously operat-
ing the airline’s EY535/EY538 flights to and
from the Lebanese capital. The Boeing 787-
9 features Etihad Airways’ next-generation
Business and Economy Class cabins and is
configured with 299 seats - 28 Business
Studios and 271 Economy Smart Seats.

Mohammad Al-Bulooki, Etihad Airways
Executive Vice President Commercial, said:
“Beirut was the first international destina-
tion served by Etihad Airways in 2003 and
it is fitting that we introduce the state-of-
the-art 787 Dreamliner to this key market
today. “The new two-class 787-9 provides
an increase of 125 seats per flight, with
4,186 weekly seats now offered in both
directions. This reflects the strong demand
to Lebanon from Abu Dhabi and the entire
UAE, where a large Lebanese expatriate
community resides. 

“Additionally, a significant proportion
of our customers travelling to Lebanon
originate in Australia, home to a consider-

able Lebanese Australian community, with
the vast majority based in the Sydney
area. They can now enjoy an upgraded,
seamless flying experience, connecting
from A380 services via Abu Dhabi onto
787 Dreamliners onwards to Beirut.”

The Boeing 787 is the backbone of
Etihad Airways’ modern fleet of aircraft,
boasting innovative, award-winning cab-
in designs and products, complemented
by the airline’s acclaimed service and hos-
pitality offering, which on Beirut flights
now includes a Norland approved Flying
Nanny in Economy Class to provide extra
specialised care for families with young
children. The Business Studios offer direct
aisle access, a fully-flat bed of up to 80.5
inches in length, and an increase of 20
per cent in personal space. Upholstered in
fine Poltrona Frau Leather, the Business
Studio is equipped with an in-seat mas-
sage and pneumatic cushion control sys-
tem which enables guests to adjust the
firmness and comfort of their seat. Each
Business Studio has an 18-inch personal
touch-screen TV with noise-cancelling
headsets. Guests can also enjoy mobile
connectivity, onboard Wi-Fi and seven
satellite channels of live TV. 
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